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--Load a video from your device or use a video URL. --Toggle MPAA Content Rating. --Rate your video in order to make sure it is age appropriate. --Support multiple MPAA rating colors if your media player supports custom themes. --Share your ratings on Twitter, Facebook, and many other social media platforms. --Supports videos up to 2GB. --Support videos shot in iPhone and Android formats. --Change your
profile image if you want to. --Possibly even wake the CPU with a sound. --Be notified on new ratings from friends and colleagues. --Determine a song which the video was taken from. --To process each video, the EmotionLib library is used. --Open source. --Downloads are always free. Reviews 5 - 5 of 5 Rating: 4.6 Rating: 4.6 Reviewer: Cristina Diaz, Date: May 18, 2017 Good App!! The only thing is that it doesn't
recognize video from my phone. It needs to work with that format. But for any videos I put on it's great. I just wish it would work with my phone media so I don't have to download videos. Posted by Miriam Carrasco (mentor) | May 18, 2017 Another very simple and straightforward review: I liked this app so much, i will use it in all of my others videos that i produce in the future. Thanks :) Posted by Tiago Garcia |
May 01, 2017 This is cool! This is exactly what I need. Thanks. Posted by Alexander (3rdClass) | Apr 17, 2017 A bit buggy at the moment, but it will come in future updates. 5 - 5 of 5 Rating: 4.8 Rating: 4.8 Reviewer: Attila Vida, Date: Apr 09, 2017 It's OK Posted by Nightmario | Apr 02, 2017 In order to use this application, first add your video to it. Then, it will automatically bring you into the application, where
you can rate the video. I believe this can be used for videos on social networks as well. There's still a bug that might be fixed with a next
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Don't be fooled by the name of the following player. It's got nothing to do with emotions. In fact, it could very well protect you from having to experience negative ones while watching something inappropriate for your age. Emotion Player is a simple application that can rate your loaded content in order to know if it is age-appropriate. It is based on the EmotionLib dynamic library for video sentient recognition and
will most likely be of use to parents, teachers, or any other individual working with children. The concept behind it The application attempts to provide a simple way to categorize video content. You'll immediately know what the rating is by accessing the MPAA Content Rating option. In order to be able to categorize your videos, you'll have to import them first. Thus, head to the application's File menu, and simply
add your video content by clicking on the "+" in the sub-menu. The videos will load, and a progress bar will let you know when the upload process is done. Clicking on the MPAA Content Rating option will display a size-adjustable rating box sporting the rating itself, based on the USA video-content categorization system, and a fraction containing two numbers that seem to directly be connected to the rating applied by
the application. Subsequently, the EmotionLib library will also help individuals understand which scenes could be potentially dangerous to watch with aid from the smiley faces shown above the video. A happy yellow emote means you've got nothing to worry about, whereas a sad red face will point to the opposite. As far as the system itself is concerned, it is pretty accurate. Where to use this app? This application
should mainly be the focus of parents or individuals working with children. Not only can you test a clip before showing it to your kids, but you can also use it while watching the clips to skip parts that might scare your small ones. The fact that you can batch-load your videos is another great thing. You won't have to wait more than once to have your selection ready for assessment. EmotionPlayer is a cool concept that
might be handy to parents or any other user who wants to make sure that the selected video content is indeed appropriate age-wise. It can also be a great tool to check movie trailers, for example, and know beforehand if you'll go watch a movie at the pictures with your family or not. EmotionPlayer is a simple application that can rate your loaded content in order to know 09e8f5149f
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Don't be fooled by the name of the following player. It's got nothing to do with emotions. In fact, it could very well protect you from having to experience negative ones while watching something inappropriate for your age. Emotion Player is a simple application that can rate your loaded content in order to know if it is age-appropriate. It is based on the EmotionLib dynamic library for video sentient recognition and
will most likely be of use to parents, teachers, or any other individual working with children. The concept behind it The application attempts to provide a simple way to categorize video content. You'll immediately know what the rating is by accessing the MPAA Content Rating option. In order to be able to categorize your videos, you'll have to import them first. Thus, head to the application's File menu, and simply
add your video content by clicking on the "+" in the sub-menu. The videos will load, and a progress bar will let you know when the upload process is done. Clicking on the MPAA Content Rating option will display a size-adjustable rating box sporting the rating itself, based on the USA video-content categorization system, and a fraction containing two numbers that seem to directly be connected to the rating applied by
the application. Subsequently, the EmotionLib library will also help individuals understand which scenes could be potentially dangerous to watch with aid from the smiley faces shown above the video. A happy yellow emote means you've got nothing to worry about, whereas a sad red face will point to the opposite. As far as the system itself is concerned, it is pretty accurate. Where to use this app? This application
should mainly be the focus of parents or individuals working with children. Not only can you test a clip before showing it to your kids, but you can also use it while watching the clips to skip parts that might scare your small ones. The fact that you can batch-load your videos is another great thing. You won't have to wait more than once to have your selection ready for assessment. EmotionPlayer is a cool concept that
might be handy to parents or any other user who wants to make sure that the selected video content is indeed appropriate age-wise. It can also be a great tool to check movie trailers, for example, and know beforehand if you'll go watch a movie at the pictures with your family or not. My experience with this app is that when you import videos you will often get a

What's New In?
EmotionPlayer is a rating application that can help you in making sure that the video content you want to share with your children is suitable for their age. It can only be used for video content provided by Youtube, and only with content that is 18+ or G or PG rated. EmotionPlayer uses the EmotionLib dynamic library to detect the mood of the video content, but it can also be used in other situations where the mood of
a video could help in making the right decision. The MPAA rating system is used to provide the age-appropriate rating. Video Formats: EmotionPlayer only accepts video files containing AVI or MP4 format, but it will be able to recognize the following: AVI: m4v mp4 3gp MP4: mp4, m4v, m4 3gp, 3g2, 3g2v Screen dimensions: The application is great as long as the video clip is less than a certain size. The larger it is,
the more it loses its purpose. The size requirements are: 1.720p:
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7/8, Windows Vista, Windows XP Memory: 1GB RAM Processor: Intel Pentium(R) 4 DirectX: 9.0 Hard Drive Space: 1 GB free space System Requirements: Screenshots of Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved
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